PROBLEMS IN ROTTERDAM

Historical

- Dike Mix of groups
- Industry
- Multifunctionality

SOCIAL GROUPS IN ROTTERDAM

- Southbank
- Kop van Zuid

- Living/Water
- Living/Water Park
- Living
- Living/Work
- Entrance
- Retail/Park
- Living/Water
- Metropolitan living
- Rural living

ANALYSIS

- Movement of harbour
- Projections for 2020
- Population of Rotterdam
- Weak groups
- Influx of group

REGENERATION TOOLS

- Opposite the casual society is the closed society
- Social ambitions are not strong
- There is not really a 'society'

DESIGN

- High quality housing
- Low quality housing
- Building heights
- Style

MODERNIST MACHINES

- Old and New

CONCEPTS FOR New TYPES OF LIVING AREAS

- 1-3 floors
- 4-6 floors
- 6-9 floors

- Building heights
- Style

LIFESTYLES IN ROTTERDAM (SAC WOONTEST)

- High and low
- Single family
- Monofunctional area
- Mixed
- Ambitious group
- Casual society
- Domestic society

In order to find out why people are leaving Rotterdam and settle somewhere else, information is required regarding the different lifestyles in Rotterdam.